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Indonesian scholars in social sciences and humanities are far behind scholars in
sciences and engineering in international journal publication and their unfamiliarity
with English rhetorical style has been blamed as the main cause. The purpose of
this study is to improve the rhetorical quality of research article drafts written by
Indonesian university lecturers in social sciences and humanities. Using genrebased method, a group of 20 lecturers were mentored to improve the rhetorical
quality of their research article abstracts, introductions, methods and discussions
and their drafts were evaluated following the frameworks suggested by Swales
(1990 and 2004), Swales et al., (2009), Peacock (2011) and Lim (2006). The
results show that the rhetorical quality of the lecturer’s article drafts satisfactorily
improved in terms of the rhetorical moves and steps, the way they justify their
research project and the number of references they use in their drafts. This implies
that genre-based mentoring is effective enough to improve the ability of lecturers
in writing research articles to be published in reputable international journals.
Keywords: genre-based mentoring, reputable international journals, research article,
university lecturers, social sciences, humanities
INTRODUCTION
The number of Indonesian scholars who successfully published their research articles
(RAs) in indexed or reputable international journals have improved significantly for the
last few years. This is partly because Indonesian government always encourage and
facilitate researchers to publish their research results in mainstream international
journals. For example, regular seminars and workshops on journal article writing are
conducted and financial incentives are awarded to those who successfully publish their
research results in reputable international journals (Kemristekdikti, 2016). However,
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according to Kemristekdikti, the majority of successful Indonesian scholars are from the
fields of sciences and engineering, such as Computer Science, Agriculture and
Biological Sciences, Physics and Astronomy, while scholars from social sciences and
humanities including Applied Linguistics, Language Education and Linguistics are still
unsuccessful. This implies among other things that, although writing articles in English
is hard for all Indonesian scholars, it seems to be harder for scholars in social sciences
and humanities than for those in other fields of discipline.
The success of Indonesian scholars from sciences and engineering in international
journal publication is partly because they have a better access to international literature
in English than those from social sciences and humanities. According to Adnan (2014),
Indonesian scholars in sciences and engineering are generally better than those from
social sciences and humanities in their intellectual capability, their education
experiences and their access to academic books and journal articles published in
English. This is because, as Adnan explains further, the majority of Indonesian scholars
from sciences and engineering graduated from high quality universities in Indonesia or
from a university in an English speaking country and therefore, their English ability is
much better than their social sciences and humanities counterpart. Thus, since they have
a better access to references in English, they seem to be more familiar with the writing
style of English academic texts such as journal articles in English and be more
successful in international journal publication.
Indonesian scholars in social sciences and humanities, on the other hand, have been
found to be unfamiliar with the rhetorical style of English journal articles since they
rarely refer to English articles published in international journals when writing academic
texts. Studies have found that when writing articles in English, Indonesian scholars in
social sciences and humanities tend to use the rhetorical style commonly found in
Indonesian academic texts (Safnil, 2001, Mirahayuni, 2002, Adnan, 2009 and Arsyad
and Arono, 2016). Thus, since they use Indonesian rhetorical styles when writing
articles in English, their manuscripts still sound Indonesian and therefore are unlikely
accepted by international journals. This is the main motivation for this study; that is to
help Indonesian scholars in social sciences and humanities improve the rhetorical quality
of their manuscript so that they can successfully publish their manuscripts in reputable
international journals in English.
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The introduction section of research articles (RAs) published in international journals in
English is believed to have a common discourse structure based on the communicative
purpose of each or group of sentences forming the section. Swales (1990 & 2004)
suggest that an ideal rhetorical framework for an RA introduction is create a research
space or CARS consisting of moves and steps. Swales’ CARS model of RA introduction
is presented below.
Move 1: Establishing a territory
Step 1 Claiming centrality and/or
Step 2 Making topic generalization(s) and/or
Step 3 Reviewing items of previous research
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Move 2: Establishing a niche
Step 1A Counter claiming or
Step 1B Indicating a gap or
Step 1C Question-raising or
Step 1D Continuing a tradition
Move 3: Occupying a niche
Step 1A Outlining purposes or
Step 1B Announcing present research
Step 2 Announcing principle findings
Step 3 Indicating RA structure
This model has been examined in many subsequent studies on several different
languages and cultures such as in Arabic by Najjar (1989), in Malay by Ahmad (1997)
and in Indonesian by Safnil (2001) and Adnan (2009). The above studies found that,
research article introductions (RAIs) in different languages and cultures (Arabic, Malay
and Indonesian) also consist of rhetorical moves and steps as suggested in CARS but
they may have different names and number of moves and steps.
Other sections of RAs have also been scrutinized by genre analysts such as, abstracts by
Swales et al., (2009), Ren and Li (2011), Tseng (2011) and Zhang et al., (2012), method
sections by Peacock (2011), Lim (2006) and Swales and Feak (1994), results and
discussion sections by Swales (1990), Dudley-Evans (1994), Holmes (1997) and
Parkinson (2012). These studies also used genre-based analysis method in their data
analysis technique; that is looking at the frequent communicative units or rhetorical
moves and steps in a particular RA section. Similar to RA introduction, from the
findings of these studies an ideal model consisting of moves and steps has also been
suggested for each of these sections. The suggested models of RA sections (i.e.,
abstract, methods and discussion) are given below.
Rhetorical model for RA abstracts (Swales et al., 2009)
Move 1: Background/introduction/situation
Move 2: The purpose of the research
Move 3: Methodology/materials/subject or the procedure how research is conducted
Move 4: Results/Findings
Move 5: Conclusions/Significance
Rhetorical model for methods section (Lim, 2006)
Move 1: Describing data collection procedure/s
Step1: Describing the sample which includes the location of the sample, the size
of the sample/population, the characteristics of the sample and the
sampling technique or criterion
Step 2: Recounting steps in data collection
Step 3: Justifying the data collection procedure/s which include
highlighting the advantages of using sample and showing the
representativeness of the sample
Move 2: Delineating procedurals for measuring variables
Step 1: Presenting an overview of the design
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Step 2: Explaining methods of measuring variables which include specifying
items in questionnaire/databases, defining variables and describing
methods of measuring variables.
Step 3: Justifying the method/s of measuring variables which include
citing previous research method/s and highlighting acceptability of
the method/s.
Move 3: Elucidating data analysis procedurals
Step 1: Relating data analysis procedurals
Step 2: Justifying data analysis procedurals
Step 3: Previewing results
Rhetorical model for discussion section (Swales, 1990)
Move 1: background information is statement about theoretical and technical
information as already addressed earlier in the RA
Move 2: statement of results is the claim made by the writer as the direct answer to their
research question
Move 3: un/expected outcome is statement or comment on whether or not the research
results or finding are as they are expected
Move 4: reference to previous research is a rhetorical attempt of writer/s to link the
present research finding/s to the available relevant knowledge or information
for the purpose of comparison or to support the present findings
Move 5: explanation is the writer’s rhetorical attempt to logically convince readers why
such unexpected or extraordinary results or findings of the present study occur;
International Journal of Linguistics
Move 6: Exemplification is only an illustration or samples to strengthen or support the
explanation
Move 7: deduction and hypothesis is the writer’s claim on the level of interpretation of
the research findings to a larger scope of topic or area
Move 8: recommendation is writer’s suggestion on the application or implementation of
the research findings in practical ways and/or suggestion for further studies in
the same or similar topic.
As for CARS model, these models have also been reexamined by subsequent studies and
used a guideline in the teaching of academic writing especially in the teaching of
research article writing.
In Indonesian context, several genre analysis studies on RAs written in Indonesian or
English by Indonesian authors have also been conducted such as, by Safnil (2001),
Mirahayuni (2002), Basthomi (2006), Adnan (2009 & 20011), Arsyad (2013), Arsyad
and Wardhana (2014), Arsyad and Arono (2016), Arsyad et al., (2018) and Arsyad and
Adila (2018). These studies found that, when writing in Indonesian the Indonesian
authors use Indonesian RA rhetorical style but when writing in English they adjust their
rhetorical style to match the ones acceptable by English readers in order to be
acceptable by international journals. However, it seems that the rhetorical style
adjustment is more successfully done by scholars in sciences and engineering than by
those in social sciences and humanities.
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The Rationale for the Study
The above rhetorical studies investigated how Indonesian authors structure their RAs
especially abstract, introduction, method and discussion sections in already published
articles in English journal. However, as finished language products these articles might
have gone through reviewing and editing processes conducted by journal editors and/or
reviewers and by the authors themselves. The rhetorical differences found in the English
RAs by Indonesian authors are not the real ones and this does not show the real
problems experienced by Indonesian authors when writing articles in English. This
study, therefore, investigated the real rhetorical weaknesses found RA drafts written by
Indonesian authors in social sciences and humanities in all sections of the articles (i.e.
abstract, introduction, method and results and discussion) and attempted to help them
improve the rhetorical quality of their RA drafts using genre-based mentoring method.
To address this issue, the following research questions were used as the guideline.
a. How can genre-based mentoring method help improve the rhetorical quality of
RA abstracts written by Indonesian university academics in Social Sciences and
Humanities?
b. How can genre-based mentoring method help improve the rhetorical quality of
RA introduction sections written by Indonesian university academics in Social
Sciences and Humanities?
c. How can genre-based mentoring method help improve the rhetorical quality of
RA methods section written by Indonesian university academics in Social
Sciences and Humanities? and
d. How can genre-based mentoring method help improve the rhetorical quality of
RA discussion written by Indonesian university academics in Social Sciences and
Humanities?
Genre-Based Mentoring Workshop
One way of helping writers improve the rhetotical quality of their RA drafts is by
involving them in a mentoring workshop using genre-based method. Following Feez
(1998), Bhatia (2004), Bawarshi & Reiff (2010) and Rose & Martin (2012), Burgos
(2017) suggests that there are three main stages of implementing genre-based method in
the teaching of academic writing; these are deconstructing a model text, joint text
construction between an instructor and participants and participants constructing their
own texts individually. According to Burgos, in the deconstruction model text the
participants are shown with examples the key sections and subsections or elements, the
lexico-grammar patterns and the linguistic features of the text of the same genre. In the
joint construction stage, the instructor and participants work together revising or
rewriting a sample of research article draft using the knowledge and experience they
obtain from the first stage. Finally, in the individual text construction, the participants
construct or revise their own texts; in this case the participants edited or rewrote their
own article drafts with the help from the instructor.
In addition, in the deconstruction stage it is the instructor who is more dominant and
active; in join construction, instructor and participants play an equally active role in
constructing or revising a model text while in independent text construction, it is the
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participants who are more active and dominant (Yang, 2016). According to Yang, the
principal behind genre-based teaching cycle is that, ‘...while teachers build discourse
field and register; it promotes students’ learning and help them to develop specific
knowledge field and ultimately help them build distinctive language patterns in certain
genre’ (p. 38). In other words, the writing teaching processes through genre-based
method move from building the knowledge of participants on the criteria of a good text
(showing a model of a good quality text) to working together in constructing a good
quality text (sharing knowledge and experiences in writing a text) and working
individually to write the participant’s own text with the help from the instructors
(implementing the knowledge and experience to construct a different text).
METHOD
Twenty lecturers or researchers from 4 different universities and 1 institute in Bengkulu
city: Bengkulu University (BU), Muhammadiyah University of Bengkulu (BMU),
Hazairin University (HU), Dehasen University (DU) and State Islamic Institute (SII) of
Bengkulu in social sciences and humanities disciplines were invited on purpose to
participate in this study. The criteria of choosing the research participants were that the
lecturers had written an RA draft either in Indonesian of English which has not been
published in any journal and agreed to participate in the research project. The
distribution of the research participants from the universities and institute is presented in
Table 1 below.
Table 1
Distribution of Research Participants
No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Total

Universities
Bengkulu University
Bengkulu Muhammadiyah
University
Dehasen University
Hazairin University
State Islamic Institute

Code
BU
BMU

Number of Participants
12
3

Percentage
60
15

DU
HU
SII

3
1
1
20

15
5
5
100%

As indicated in Table 1, the number of research participants among different universities
and institute is not equal because the number of lecturers who have written an RA draft
in the different universities and institute was also not equal. In fact not all lecturers in
social sciences in these institutions are active researchers and if they do conduct
research they may not be interested in or capable of writing the results in the form of
RAs.
After the first workshop, the participants were requested to submit their full RA drafts
either in English or Indonesian. Then the drafts were analyzed by the research team
based on their rhetorical moves and steps following the frameworks suggested by
Swales (1990 and 2004), Swales et al., (2009), Lim (2006) and Peacock (2011) as
mentioned above. The analysis results were shown to the lecturers in a second workshop
to show what the strengths and weaknesses of their drafts are and how to make them
rhetorical better. Then, they were assigned to revise and submit their second drafts to be
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analyzed by the research team and again the results were presented to them in the third
workshop. Additional individual or group discussions were also held upon request from
the participants. The mentoring workshops were conducted following the three stages of
genre-based teaching method as discussed below.
The Mentoring Workshop
The RA drafts from the research participants were first examined using genre-based text
analysis to see the rhetorical weaknesses in their RA drafts written in Indonesian or
English. All sections (i.e., abstract, introduction, methods and discussion) of the RA
drafts were analyzed following the frameworks suggested by previous researchers such
as Swales (1990 and 2004), Swales et al., (2009), Peacock (2011) and Lim (2006) as
presented above. The participants were introduced with examples to ideal rhetorical
style of research article abstract, introductions, methods and discussion in a series of
mentoring workshops and they were asked to revise each section of their RA drafts
following the suggestions, corrections and recommendations from the mentors. The
revised article drafts became their second and third drafts in this study. Similar to their
first drafts, their second and third drafts were also analyzed in order to see the rhetorical
quality improvement of their RA drafts and the results were then given and explained to
them for further revision. Finally they were asked to revise their drafts for their third
time and the rhetorical quality improvement of their article drafts from the first, second
and third drafts are presented in tables.
Data Analysis Technique
The steps of analyzing the rhetorical moves and steps in all sections of the RA drafts
were carried out in the following ways. First, we read the titles, the abstracts and the key
words in each draft to get a thorough understanding of the research reported in the RAs
drafts. Second, we read the entire draft to determine the main parts (i.e. abstract,
introduction, methods, results and discussion and conclusion) of the article. Third, we
read again every section of the RA drafts to classify the linguistic and discourse
indications which may give a sign to the possible rhetorical moves and steps in each part
referring to the above framework. Fourth, the possible rhetorical moves and steps were
identifies and coded with the help of linguistic and discourse clues such as subheadings,
paragraph as a unit of ideas, specific lexicons, discourse markers, and/or inferring from
the text. Finally, since analyzing the rhetorical moves and steps in each section of RA
drafts may involve subjective judgment of the researchers, four independent raters were
asked to identify and coded the moves and steps in all RA drafts in order to ensure the
reliability of text analysis results.
Four independent raters involved in this study were postgraduate students at the English
Education Postgraduate Program of Education Faculty of Bengkulu University. First, the
independent raters were trained on how to identify and code the possible moves and
steps in the texts with examples following a particular rhetorical analysis procedure as
commonly found in text analysis studies. Then, they were given two weeks to do the
processes of move and step identification analysis of all 60 RA drafts from the corpus of
this study. Inter-rater correlation agreement was then calculated and the results show an
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80 per cent agreement or an excellent inter-rater agreement (Orwin, 1994 as cited in
Kanoksilapatham, 2005). The difference only occurred in identifying and coding the
possible communicative units found in the RA introductions and discussion while almost
no difference occurred in identifying and coding the other sections of the RA drafts.
After a few discussions between the researcher and the co-raters, full agreement was
finally achieved.
The frequency occurrence of necessary moves and steps in each section of the article
drafts was calculated, compared and displayed in a table. By comparing the moves, the
significant differences and improvement can be revealed by researchers. Thus, in order
to see whether or not there is an improvement in the rhetorical quality of the RA drafts
from draft 1 to draft 3, the total number of RA drafts with necessary moves and steps in
each draft was compared.
FINDINGS
Rhetorical Quality Improvement of the RA Abstracts
Genre-based text analyses were done on the three drafts (i.e., draft 1, 2 and 3) prepared
by the research participants after they received comments, corrections and advise from
the mentors. The number of RA drafts with necessary moves and steps in the abstracts
from draft 1 to draft 3 is displayed in the following table.
Table 2
The Distribution of Moves in the RA Abstracts
Move
Move-1
Move-2
Move-3
Move-4
Move-5
Total

Description
Background/introduction/situation
The purpose of the research
Methodology/materials/subject or the
procedure how research is conducted
Results/findings
Conclusion/significance

Draft 1
15
14
17

Draft 2
17
19
20

Draft 3
19
19
20

17
9
72

20
18
94

20
19
97

As shown in Table 2, the rhetorical quality improvement of the RA drafts from draft 1 to
draft 3 can been by comparing the total freuqency of Moves in each draft (i.e., 72 in
draft 1 to 97 in draft 3). In particular, the number of abstracts with a Move 1, has
significantly increased from 15 abstracts in draft 1 to 19 abstracts in draft 3. Below are
examples of Move-1 in draft 3 of RA abstracts.
Extract 1:
a. In dealing with educational issues in a country, a president needs a proper
rhetorical structure is used in every state speech. In particular, president Joko
Widodo has characteristics in using his rhetorical structure.(Move-1-BU-Noe)
b. Computer-Based National Exam (CBNE) is a modernization policy in the field of
education based on information technology. The implementation of the CBNE is
basically to improve the efficiency, quality, reliability, credibility, and integrity
of the exam. (Move-1-DU-Evi)
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c. Universities have not been effective in developing students 'critical thinking
skills, because lecturers do not understand how teaching techniques to develop
critical thinking skills, consequently the students' critical thinking ability is still
low. (Move-1-BMU-Irw)
As can be seen from extract 1 (a, b and c), the writers do not directly state the purpose
of their research at the beginning of their abstracts; they write a lead-in sentence first as
a background to introduce readers to their research purposes as well as to attract them to
read the entire abstract and article.
Rhetorical Quality Improvement of RA Introductions
As to abstracts, genre-based analyses were also conducted on the RA introductions
written by the research participants of their first, second and third drafts and the results
are shown in the following table.
Table 3
The Distribution of Moves and Steps in the RA Introductions
Move
Move-1
Step-A
Step-B
Step-C
Move-2
Step-A
Step-B
Step-C
Step-D
Move-3
Step-A
Step-B
Step-C
Step-D

Description
Establishing a territory
Claiming centrality
Making topic generalization
Reviewing items from previous research
Establishing a niche
Counter claiming
Indicating a gap
Question-raising
Continuing a tradition
Occupying a niche
Outlining purposes
Announcing present research
Announcing principle findings
Indicating research article structure

Draft 1

Draft 2

Draft 3

9
11
8

15
17
15

20
20
20

4
7
-

4
12
-

4
20
-

2
11
2
-

10
11
2
-

20
11
2
-

The two main questions to answer in an RA introduction are why the title is important
and/or interesting and why the research is important or necessary. To answer these two
questions, writers must use references to support their claims in order to be more
argumentative and convincing. As Table 3 indicates, the lecturer’s RA drafts improved
significantly in terms of the use of important rhetorical moves and steps in their RA
introductions such as, the use of Move-1-Step-A (claiming centrality), Move-1-Step-C
(reviewing items from previous research), Move-2-Step-B (indicating a gap) and
Move3-Step-A (outlining purposes). Below are examples of two most important
elements (i.e., Move-1-Step-A and Move-2-Step-B) taken from the lecturers’ RA drafts.
Extract 2:
English textbook is one of the media as printed materials. It is common medium
which is used by teachers to teach their students. Textbook is considered as the
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key component in most language programs and serves as the basis for language
inputs ... (Move-1-Step-A-DH-YN)
The title of the above article is ‘Evaluating of English Textbook of 2013 Curriculum
Taught at Grade 12 of Vocational High School.’ As can be seen in the above example,
the writer starts her RA introduction by directly discussing ‘English textbook’ used in
language programs as the title says.
Different from their first drafts, the writers have also reviewed relevant studies (Move-1Step-C) in their RA introduction in order to support the importance of their research
project (Move-2-Step-B) as commonly found in RA introductions published in
international journals. Below is an example.
Extract 3:
The above studies are important in order to know what the real problem that
teachers face in the classroom. However, none of those studies above focus on
the problem in delivering curriculum demand and only forcing by the
curriculum... (Move-2-Step-B-BU-FDP)
In the above example, the writer reviewed three relevant studies on possible problems
faced by teachers in English classes, such as poor student’s motivation, limited teaching
and learning facilities, insufficient time allocated for English subject in the curriculum,
rare usage of English outside the classroom, teacher’s insufficient competence in
teaching English, and so on. Then, the writer concludes that there is no study yet
focusing on the problems faced by English teachers in delivering a particular curriculum
and this reason why her study was conducted.
Rhetorical Quality Improvement of RA Methods
The analyses results on the method section of the lecturers’ RA drafts from draft 1, 2
and 3 are given in the following table.
Table 4
The Distribution of Moves in the RA Methods
Moves
Move 1
Move 2
Move 3
Total

Description
Describing the data collection procedure/s
Delineating procedurals for measuring variables
Elucidating data analysis procedurals

Draft 1
20
17
15
52

Draft 2
20
17
16
53

Draft 3
20
19
20
59

Table 4 shows that the most significant improvement of the writer’s RA method section
is on the use of Move-3 (elucidating data analysis procedurals). Through this rhetorical
move, RA writers explain in detail the processes of their data analyses so that readers
understand and believe that the research data are valid and reliable and therefore the
research findings can be trusted. Below is an example of a Move-3 taken from the data.
Extract 4:
Correlations were implemented to scrutinize the relationship between WTC and
attitude, classroom environment and confidence in English in communication
whereas multiple regression analyses were applied to discern predictors for
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WTC. After getting the influential predictors, the deep-interviews were utilized
to get more comprehensive data. I transcribed, read and reread the interview data
before coding them and interpret them (Move-3-HU-Syl).
In the above example, the writer explains in quite detail how she analyzed the
quantitative data of her research; that is by using multiple regression statistical analyses
and transcribed, read, reread and interpreted the qualitative data.
Rhetorical Quality Improvement of RA Discussions
The distribution of rhetorical moves improvement in the discussion section of the
lecturers’ RA drafts from draft 1, 2 and 3 is displayed in the following table.
Table 5
The Distribution of Moves in the RA Discussion
Moves
Move-1
Move-2
Move-3
Move-4
Move-5
Move-6
Move-7
Move-8
Total

Description
Background information
Statement of results
Un/expected outcome
Reference to previous research results/findings
Explanation or interpretation of results
Exemplification
Deduction and hypothesis
Recommendation

Draft 1
17
15
10
16
4
6
2
70

Draft 2
19
20
15
20
5
7
4
90

Draft 3
20
20
20
20
5
7
4
96

Table 5 indicates that at least two rhetorical moves improved significantly in the
lecturers’ third drafts; these are Move-4 (Explanation or interpretation of results) and
Move-5 (Explanation or interpretation of results). These two moves are important
moves in the results and discussion section because through these rhetorical works
authors explain and interpret their findings and convince readers that their new
knowledge claims are interesting and important. Below are examples taken from the
data of this study.
Extract 5:
a.

b.

Error in translating idioms has the highest percentage at 87.5% among
three types of error in translation. It means that idioms are the most
difficult part for the students to do translation. It happened because idioms
cannot be understood from the literal meaning of the words which they are
composed from; or they are difficult to understand from individual words
(Redman, 1997). (Move-4-SII-ARN)
Similar finding has been reported by Ibrahim (2017) in his research that
students had difficulties in translating Indonesian texts to English because
of grammatical categories, linguistic level, lexical items, and some
differences between source language with target language. (Move-5-SIIARN)
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Extract 5a shows that the authors interpreted their research results and the interpretation
is supported with a reference. Second, in extract 5b, authors compared their research
finding with the one by another researcher found in the literature. These two rhetorical
works are very important and become compulsory moves in an RA discussion section as
in Swales (1990)’s framework.
DISCUSSION
As presented with examples above, the quality of the lecturers’ RA drafts (i.e., abstract,
introduction, method and discussion sections) significantly improved in terms of the
number of moves and steps used in each section of the RA drafts from drafts 1, 2 and 3
and the way the research participants use references to help strengthen their argument.
For example, they have started their RA abstracts with an introduction or lead-in
sentence following the model suggested by Swales et al., (2009). With this first
sentence, it is expected that journal readers will be more attracted to read their abstracts
and RAs as a whole. This is because, according to Zhang et al., (2012), the existence of
introduction or Move-1 in an RA abstract helps strengthen the argument of the abstract
and through this move, authors can persuasively attract readers to read the entire
abstract and article.
The lecturers have also used references from the very beginning of their RA
introductions to support the importance of their research topic. According to Swales
(1990), the first sentence in an RA introduction will give a strong impression to the
readers and therefore, it must be written argumentatively. One way of fascinating
readers to read the article, as suggested by Swales, is to show that such topic has become
a ‘lively’, ‘significant’ or ‘well-established research area’ (p:144). Other ways of
affecting readers to the research topic, as Swales suggests further, are by referring to the
typical, popular or the main nature of the topic or by suggesting that there are many
other researchers working in the area. These various rhetorical works are aimed at
appealing to readers so that they read the entire article and this can be effectively
achieved using support from relevant references.
The lecturers have reviewed relevant studies in the literature and searched for
knowledge gap in the studies in order to support the importance of their research. This
shows that they have grounded their research project based on the evaluation results of
previous relevant studies as suggested in the CARS model of Swales (1990 and 2004).
According to Feak and Swales (2011), authors need to relate their research to those
already reported by other authors in order to show readers that their research has some
kind of additional information or new knowledge to the already claimed one in the
literature. The lecturers’ have also explained and interpreted their research results and
supported them with relevant references and compared them with the findings of
previous relevant studies in their discussion section using references following the ideal
framework of RA discussion as suggested by Swales (1990).
The above evidences confirm what Carstens (2009) claims that although with criticisms,
genre-based approach has proved to be successful in language teaching at school level at
university level. According to Widodo (2006), a possible strength of genre-based
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approach in academic writing instruction is that the instructor focuses not only on the
writing product which is here an RA but also on the writing processes in order that the
participants can write rhetorically better. Thus, in genre-based mentoring approach the
instructor and participants together analyzed the necessary components or Move and
Steps in samples of published RAs before they analyzed and revised their own RA drafts
in groups or individually.
The finding of this study is also in line with the one by Sadeghi et al., (2013) who found
that genre-based method was effective in the teaching of reading and writing especially
in English as a foreign language (EFL) and English for a specific purpose (ESP) classes.
According to Sadeghi et al., the success of this method in EFL and ESP teaching is due
to the ‘learners’ context’, ‘levels of proficiency’, ‘genre sensitivity’, and ‘many other
social differences’ (p:1015). In other words, the success of genre-based approach or
method is determined by several factors such student’s English proficiency, student’s
knowledge about the particular genre, the participants’ schema on the content of the text
to be read and/or written and so on. Thus, genre-based approach will be successful only
if they meet the necessary factors and therefore, teachers must prepare the lecturers in
the pre-teaching activities so that they can be well-prepared and potentially successful.
Similar finding was found by Elashri (2013) suggesting that genre-based approach
helped new authors or postgraduate students improve not only their writing ability but
also their positive writing attitude. According to Elashri, genre-based approach helped
improve student’s attitude toward writing because writing is taught as a process and this
encourages lecturers to be good writers. In the learning processes, lecturers were
actively involved in analyzing the communicative units of text models and producing
such communicative units of their own and this happened in a non-threatening
atmosphere because they do not emphasize the finished product of their writing to be
marked.
CONCLUSION
All sections of the lecturers’ RA drafts have satisfactorily improved from drafts 1, 2 and
3 in terms of the rhetorical moves and steps used in every section and the writing style
adopted in their RA drafts. Their article drafts have also been more argumentative and
convincing with the use of more relevant references in their articles. This implies that
the explicit instruction of academic writing through genre-based mentoring has been
successful enough in educating university lecturers in social sciences and humanities in
preparing their RAs for international journal publication. It is believed that the lecturers’
drafts are better in terms of their rhetorical style and have a better chance to be accepted
for publication in a reputable international journal.
Further studies need to be done on how to educate Indonesian scholars in social sciences
and humanities to be able to write better RAs in English not only from the view of
rhetorical quality but also from the content quality. This can be better done by
organizing mentoring workshops involving field specialists or successful authors in a
particular field of discipline so that they can share their knowledge and experiences in
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writing RAs in English for international journal publication to scholars or researchers in
the same field.
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